Protect Your
Google
Workspace

Can You Afford to Lose Your Data? — Google Workspace does
not include automatic backup and only offers minimal data
protection against data deletions, overwrites, and ransomware.
As a Google Workspace customer, you are responsible for ensuring
the necessary protection of your data (not Google). Protect your
data with the world’s only independent cloud dedicated to SaaS
data protection.

Recover in minutes
Easily browse or search
across your Google
Workspace apps and
recover data in seconds
— even if a full disaster
recovery is needed. You can
restore anything — whether
it’s an e-mail, a single user,
or a complete user account.

Secure your data
The moment you backup
your data with Keepit, it
is immediately rendered
immutable to ransomware
— and therefore impossible
to delete. Our blockchainverified storage and file
system ensures unparalleled
security protection.

Get started easily
Enjoy the benefit of a
set-and-forget installation
that requires no training. Pay
one flat fee per seat with
no hidden costs, including
unlimited data storage. And
when it’s time to grow, easily
scale to your needs.

Automatic backup and unlimited storage for your Google Workspace data
We offer a simple, yet powerful, backup and recovery solution to protect your Google Workspace
data from internal errors, ransomware or other cybercrime. The coverage includes:
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A 100% cloud-based solution for secure and easy backup, search, and restore
Unlimited storage — Customized retention — Automatic discovery of new users — Free data
archiving for inactive users — Easy granular and point-in-time restore — Role-based access
management — Compliant with regulatory demands

“We have saved significant
IT efforts and a significant
amount of money after
setting up Keepit backup
connectors.”

Senior Global IT
Infrastructure Specialist,
Packaging & Containers
Industry, TrustRadius Reviews

Why Companies Globally Trust Us
Customers around the world have made Keepit their preferred choice for protection against data
loss and downtime. Here’s why they trust Keepit to keep their Google Workspace data safe:
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Exclusively
dedicated to
securing SaaS data,
Keepit’s proprietary
cloud is designed
to ensure data
availability
— always.

With Keepit,
everything is
included in the
seat price, keeping
things simple. Scale
your data protection
at no extra cost.

A universal service
that covers all
your SaaS data
protection needs.
Loved by admins
for its ease of use.
Simplicity that will
save you time.

Restore your
data in seconds
with our unique
search and restore
features, based on
ultra-fast indexing
and reindexing
algorithms.

Described by
analysts as
industry-leading,
our platform is
purpose-built
from the ground
up for ultimate
security.

About Keepit — The market leader in cloud backup and recovery, Keepit is headquartered in
Copenhagen, Denmark, with offices and data centers in the US and globally.

Talk to us: sales@keepit.com — Get a free 30-day trial: keepit.com

